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Abstract

Robust control theory is used to design stable con-
trollers in the presence of uncertainties. By replacing
nonlinear and time-varying aspects of a neural network
with uncertainties, a robust reinforcement learning pro-
cedure results that is guaranteed to remain stable even
as the neural network is being trained. The behavior
of this procedure is demonstrated and analyzed on a
simple control task. Reinforcement learning with and
without robust constraints results in the same control
performance, but at intermediate stages the system
without robust constraints may go through a period
of unstable behavior that is avoided when the robust
constraints are included.

1 Introduction

The design of a controller is based on a mathemati-
cal model that captures as much as possible all that
is known about the plant to be controlled and that is
representable in the chosen mathematical framework.
The objective is not to design the best controller for
the plant model, but for the real plant. Robust control
theory achieves this goal by specifying the model in
a Linear-Time-Invariant (LTI) framework and includ-
ing \uncertainties" with gains that are guaranteed to
bound the true gains of unknown or known, nonlinear
parts of the plant. Robust control techniques are ap-
plied to the plant model augmented with uncertainties
and candidate controllers to analyze the stability of the
true system. This is a signi�cant advance in practical
control, but designing a controller that remains stable
in the presence of uncertainties limits the aggressive-
ness of the resulting controller, resulting in suboptimal
control performance. We refer the interested reader to
[12, 16, 3] for examples.

Here we describe an approach for combining robust
control techniques with a reinforcement learning al-

gorithm to improve the performance of a robust con-
troller while maintaining the guarantee of stability. Re-
inforcement learning is a class of algorithms for solving
multi-step, sequential decision problems by �nding a
policy for choosing sequences of actions that optimize
the sum of some performance criterion over time [13].
They avoid the unrealistic assumption of known state-
transition probabilities that limits the practicality of
dynamic programming techniques. Instead, reinforce-
ment learning algorithms adapt by interacting with the
plant itself, taking each state, action, and new state
observation as a sample from the unknown state tran-
sition probability distribution.

Neural networks as controllers, or neuro-controllers,
constitute much of the recent non-LTI control research.
Because neural networks are both nonlinear and adap-
tive, they can realize superior control compared to LTI,
especially when trained via reinforcement learning.
The stability issue for systems with neuro-controllers
encompasses two aspects. Static stability is achieved
when the system is proven stable provided that the
neural network weights are constant. Dynamic stability
implies that the system is stable even while the network
weights are changing.

To solve the static stability problem, we must ensure
that the neural network with a �xed set of weights im-
plements a stable control scheme. Since exact stability
analysis of the nonlinear neural network is intractable,
we need to extract the LTI components from the neu-
ral network and represent the remaining parts as un-
certainties. To accomplish this, we treat the nonlinear
hidden units of the neural network as sector-bounded,
nonlinear uncertainties. We use Integral Quadratic
Constraint (IQC) analysis [8] to determine the stabil-
ity of the system consisting of the plant, the nominal
controller, and the neural network with given weight
values. Others have analyzed the stability of neuro-
controllers using other approaches. The most signi�-
cant of these other static stability solutions is the NLq



research of Suykens and DeMoor [14]. Our approach is
similar in the treatment of the nonlinearity of the neu-
ral network, but we di�er in how we arrive at the stabil-
ity guarantees. To solve the dynamic stability problem,
we add uncertainty in the form of a slowly time-varying
scalar to cover weight changes during learning. Again,
we apply IQC-analysis to determine whether the net-
work (with the weight uncertainty) forms a stable con-
troller.

The remainder of this paper describes our approach
and demonstrates its use on a simple control problem.

2 Robust Reinforcement Learning

In this section we describe our robust reinforcement
learning approach. First, reinforcement learning algo-
rithms are introduced, then IQC stability analysis of
neural networks is described. This is followed by an
outline of our dynamic stability procedure.

2.1 Q-Learning and SARSA

A key concept in reinforcement learning is the for-
mation of the value function. The value function is
the expected sum of future reinforcement signals that
the agent receives and is associated with each observa-
tion of the environment. In Watkins' Q-learning algo-
rithm [15], a function Q�(st; at) of the observed state,
st, and action, at, at time t for a policy � is learned
whose value is the expected value of the sum of future
reinforcement. Let the reinforcement resulting from
applying action at while the system is in state st be
R(st; at). Thus, the desired value of Q�(st; at) is

Q�(st; at) = E�

(
TX
k=0

kR(st+k; at+k)

)
;

where  is a discount factor between 0 and 1 that
weights reinforcement received sooner more heavily
than reinforcement received later. The Q function im-
plicitly de�nes the policy, �, de�ned as

�(st) = argmin
a2A

Q(st; a):

Rummery and Niranjan [11, 10] de�ned the SARSA
algorithm for learning this Q function. SARSA updates
the Q function according to

�Q�(st; at) =�t

h
R(st; at) + Q�(st+1; at+1)

�Q�(st; at)
i
;

(1)

which is a Monte-Carlo approach to the value iteration
algorithm in dynamic programming. SARSA is used
as the reinforcement learning component of our exper-
iments described later.

Though not necessary, the policy implicitly represented
by a Q-value function can be explicitly represented by
a second function approximator, called the actor. This
was the strategy followed by Jordan and Jacobs [5] and
is very closely related to the actor-critic architecture of
Barto, et al., [2]. In the work reported here, we place
a reinforcement learning algorithm within the robust
stability framework by choosing the actor-critic archi-
tecture, shown in Figure 1. The actor implements a
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Figure 1: Actor-Critic architecture added to conventional,
nominal controller and plant.

policy as a mapping from input to control signal, just
as a regular feedback controller would. Thus, a sys-
tem with a �xed, feedback controller and an actor can
be analyzed if the actor can be represented in a ro-
bust framework. The critic guides the learning of the
actor, but the critic is not part of the feedback path
of the system. For the actor, we select a two-layer,
feedforward neural network with hidden units having
hyperbolic tangent activation functions and linear out-
put units. This feedforward network explicitly imple-
ments a policy as a mathematical function and is thus
amenable to the stability analysis detailed in the next
section.

2.2 IQC Stability Analysis of Neural Network

Control

Integral quadratic constraints (IQC) [8, 9, 7] are a tool
for verifying the stability of systems with uncertainty.
In this section, we present a very brief summary of
the IQC theory relevant to our problem. Consider the
feedback interconnection shown in Figure 2. The up-
per block, M , is a known Linear-Time-Invariant (LTI)
system, and the lower block, � is a (block-diagonal)
structured uncertainty. An Integral Quadratic Con-
straint (IQC) is an inequality describing the relation-
ship between two signals, w and v, characterized by a
Hermitian matrix function � as:Z

1

�1

���� v̂(j!)ŵ(j!)

����
�

�(j!)

���� v̂(j!)ŵ(j!)

���� d! � 0 (2)

where v̂ and ŵ are the Fourier Transforms of v(t) and
w(t). The basic IQC stability theorem can be stated
as follows.
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Figure 2: Feedback System

Theorem 1 Consider the interconnection system rep-
resented in Figure 2 and given by the equations

v =Mw + f (3)

w = �(v) + e (4)

Assume that:

� M(s) is a stable, proper, real-rational transfer
matrix, and � is a bounded, causal operator.

� The interconnection of M and �� is well-posed
for all � 2 [0; 1]. (i.e., the map from (v; w) !
(e; f) has a causal inverse)

� The IQC de�ned by � is satis�ed by �� for all
� 2 [0; 1].

� There exists an � > 0 such that for all !:���� M(j!)
I

����
�

�(j!)

���� M(j!)
I

���� � ��I (5)

Then the feedback interconnection ofM and � is stable.

The computation involved to meet the requirements
of the theorem is tractable, since the theorem require-
ments can be transformed into a Linear Matrix Inequal-
ity (LMI). As is well known, LMIs are convex optimiza-
tion problems for which there exist fast, commercially
available, polynomial time algorithms [4]. In fact there
is now a beta-version of a Matlab IQC toolbox available
at http://web.mit.edu/~cykao/home.html. This tool-
box provides an implementation of an IQC library in
Simulink, facilitating an easy-to-use graphical interface
for setting up IQC problems. Moreover, the toolbox in-
tegrates an e�cient LMI solver to provide a powerful
comprehensive tool for IQC analysis. This toolbox was
used for the calculations throughout this article.

Now we develop an LTI formulation with IQCs for the
actor neural network. We begin with the conversion of
the nonlinear dynamics of the network's hidden layer
into an uncertainty function. Consider a neural net-
work with input vector x = (x1; :::; xn) and output vec-
tor a = (a1; :::; am). For the experiments described in

the next section, the input vector has two components,
the error e = r�y and a constant value of 1 to provide
a bias weight. The network has h hidden units, input
weight matrix Whxn, and output weight matrix Vmxh,
where the bias terms are included as �xed inputs. The
hidden unit activation function is the commonly used
hyperbolic tangent function, which produces the hid-
den unit outputs as vector � = (�1; �2; : : : ; �h). The
neural network computes its output by

� =Wx;

j =

(
tanh(�j)

�j
; if �j 6= 0;

1; if �j = 0;

� = diagfjg;

a = V ��: (6)

The function, , computes the output of the hidden
unit divided by the input of the hidden unit; this is
the gain of the hyperbolic tangent hidden unit. Note
that tanh is a sector bounded function (belonging to
the sector [0,1]), as illustrated in Figure 3.

a. tanh in [0,1] b. improved sector

Figure 3: Sector bounds on tanh

Equation 6 o�ers two critical insights. First, we have
not changed the functionality of the neural network by
restating the computation in this equation form; this
is still the applied version of the neuro-controller. Sec-
ond, Equation 6 cleanly separates the nonlinearity of
the neural network hidden layer from the remaining lin-
ear operations of the network. This equation is a multi-
plication of linear matrices (weights) and one nonlinear
matrix, �. Our goal, then, is to replace the matrix �
with an uncertainty function to arrive at a \testable"
version of the neuro-controller (i.e., in a form suitable
for IQC analysis).

First, we must �nd an appropriate IQC to cover the
nonlinearity in the neural network hidden layer. From
Equation 6, we see that all the nonlinearity is captured
in a diagonal matrix, �. This matrix is composed of
individual hidden unit gains, , distributed along the
diagonal. These act as nonlinear gains via

y(t) = x(t) =

�
tanh(x(t))

x(t)

�
x(t) = tanh(x(t))

(7)



(for input signal x(t) and output signal y(t)). In IQC
terms, this nonlinearity is referred to as a bounded odd
slope nonlinearity. There is an Integral Quadratic Con-
straint already con�gured to handle such a condition.
The IQC nonlinearity,  , is characterized by an odd
condition and a bounded slope, i.e., the input-output
relationship of the block is y(t) =  (x(t)) where  is a
static nonlinearity satisfying (see [7]):

 (�x) = � (x); (8)

�(x1 � x2)
2 � ( (x1)�  (x2))(x1 � x2)

� �(x1 � x2)
2:

(9)

For our speci�c network, we choose � = 0 and � =
1. Note that each nonlinear hidden unit function
(tanh(x)) satis�es the odd condition, namely:

tanh(�x) = � tanh(x) (10)

and furthermore the bounded slope condition

0 � (tanh(x1)� tanh(x2))(x1 � x2) � (x1 � x2)
2

(11)

is equivalent to (assuming without loss of generality
that x1 > x2)

0 � (tanh(x1)� tanh(x2)) � (x1 � x2) (12)

which is clearly satis�ed by the tanh function since
it has bounded slope between 0 and 1 (see Figure 3).
Hence the hidden unit function is covered by the IQCs
describing the bounded odd slope nonlinearity (8,9).
We now need only construct an appropriately dimen-
sioned diagonal matrix of these bounded odd slope non-
linearity IQCs and incorporate them into the system in
place of the � matrix.

In addition to the nonlinear hidden units, we must also
cover the time-varying weights that are adjusted dur-
ing training. The slowly time-varying real scalar IQC
allows for a linear gain block which is (slowly) time-
varying, i.e., a block with input-output relationship
y(t) =  (t)x(t), where the gain  (t) satis�es (see [8]):

j (t)j � �; (13)

j _ (t)j � �; (14)

where  is the non-LTI function. In our case  is used
to cover a time varying weight update in our neuro-
controller, which accounts for the change in the weight
as the network learns. The key features are that  is
bounded, time-varying, and the rate of change of  is
bounded by some constant, �. We use the neural net-
work learning rate to determine the bounding constant,
�, and the algorithm checks for the largest allowable �
for which we can still prove stability. This determines
a safe neighborhood in which the network is allowed to
learn.

Dynamic Stability Procedure: We are now ready
to state the dynamic stability procedure. Details of
this algorithm may be found in Kretchmar [6].

1. Design the nominal, robust LTI controller for the
given plant model so that this nominal system is
stable.

2. Add a feedforward, nonlinear neural network in
parallel to the nominal controller. We refer to
this as the applied version of the neuro-controller.

3. Recast the neural network into an LTI block plus
the odd-slope IQC function described above to
cover the nonlinear part of the neural network.
We refer to this as the testable version of the
neuro-controller.

4. Introduce an additional IQC block, the slowly
time-varying IQC, to the testable version, to
cover the time-varying weights in the neural net-
work.

5. Perform a search procedure and IQC analysis to
�nd bounds on the perturbations of the current
neural network weight values within which the
system is stable. This de�nes a known \stable
region" of weight values.

6. Train the neural network in the applied ver-
sion of the system using reinforcement learning
while bounding the rate of change of the neuro-
controller's vector function by a constant. Con-
tinue training until any of the weights approach
its bounds of the stable region, at which point
repeat the previous step, then continue with this
step.

3 Results

We now demonstrate our robust reinforcement learning
algorithm on a simple control task, a �rst-order posi-
tioning control system. A single reference signal, r,
moves on the interval [�1; 1] at random points in time.
The plant is a �rst order system and thus has one inter-
nal state variable, x. A control signal, u, is provided by
the controller to position the plant output, y, closer to
r. The dynamics of the discrete-time system are given
by:

xt+�t = xt + ut (15)

yt = xt (16)

where �t is the discrete time step for which we used
0:01 seconds. We implement a simple proportional con-
troller (the control output is proportional to the size of



the current error) with Kp = 0:1.

et = rt � yt (17)

ut = 0:1 et (18)

The critic stores the Q function as a table with in-
put vector [e; a] and the single value function output,
Q(e; a). The table has 25 partitions separating each
input forming a 25x25 matrix. The reinforcement sig-
nal is the absolute value of the error, e, so the optimal
action is the one that minimizes Q(e; a). The actor net-
work is a two-layer, feed forward neural network that
is trained to output the optimal action. The input is
e. There are three tanh hidden units, and one network
output a. The control signal to the plant is ut plus
at plus random noise with a magnitude that decreases
to zero during training. For training, the reference in-
put r is changed to a new value on the interval [�1; 1]
stochastically with an average period of 20 time steps
(every half second of simulated time). We trained for
4,000 time steps.

The Simulink diagram for the plant, proportional con-
troller, and actor network including the IQCs is shown
in Figure 4. The matrices dW and dV are the pertur-
bation matrices. An increase or decrease in dW implies
a corresponding increase or decrease in the uncertainty
associated with W . Similarly we can increase or de-
crease dV to enact uncertainty changes to V . If anal-
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Figure 4: Simulink Diagram for Dynamic IQC-analysis

ysis of the system in Figure 4 shows it is stable, we
are guaranteed that our control system is stable for the
current neural network weight values. Furthermore,
the system will remain stable if we change the neural
network weight values as long as the new weight values
do not exceed the range speci�ed by the perturbation
matrices, dW and dV . In the learning phase, we apply
the reinforcement learning algorithm until one of the
network weights approaches the range speci�ed by the
additives.

We now present the results of applying the robust re-
inforcement learning algorithm. A time-series plot of
the simulated system is shown in Figure 5. The top
diagram shows the system with only the proportional

controller. The bottom diagram shows the same system
with both the proportional controller and the neuro-
controller after 4,000 steps of training. The reference
input takes six step changes. The small-magnitude line
is the combined output of the neural network and pror-
tional controller. Clearly, the reinforcement learning
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Figure 5: Simulation Run

neuro-controller is able to improve the tracking perfor-
mance dramatically. Note, however, with this simple
�rst-order system it is not di�cult to construct a bet-
ter performing proportional controller. In fact, setting
the constant of proportionality to 1 (Kp = 1) achieves
minimal control error. We have purposely chosen a
suboptimal controller so that the neuro-controller has
room to learn to improve control performance.

4 Conclusions

We developed a static stability test to determine
whether a neural network controller, with a speci�c
�xed set of weights, implements a stable control sys-
tem, and a dynamic stability test in which the neuro-
controller is stable even while the neural network
weights are changing during the learning process. Our
algorithm is essentially a repetition of two phases. In
the stability phase, we use IQC-analysis to compute
the largest amount of weight uncertainty the neuro-
controller can tolerate without being unstable. We then
use the weight uncertainty in the reinforcement learn-
ing phase as a restricted region in which to change the
neural network weights.

Reinforcement learning is well suited to the type of in-
formation available in the control environment. It per-
forms the trial-and-error approach to discovering bet-
ter controllers, and it naturally optimizes our perfor-
mance criteria over time. The actor-critic design allows



the control agent to operate both like a reinforcement
learner and also a controller.

The simplicity of the control task demonstrated here
does not permit conclusions regarding the generality or
scalability of our approach. We are currently extending
our robust reinforcement learning procedure to more
di�cult control problems, including a simulated distil-
lation column for which Kretchmar [6] demonstrates
that the robust constraints on the reinforcement learn-
ing procedure do indeed maintain stability during a
learning process that is otherwise unstable. We are
also developing a robust controller for a heating and
cooling system, both in simulation and on a physical
air duct. Known nonlinearities in the real system are
being modeled as uncertainties [1]. Once the robust
controller is operating on the air duct, we will add our
reinforcement learning algorithm. We expect an im-
provement in performance due to unknown quantities
in the real air duct and also to the fact that nonlinear
relationships among the measured variables are known
to exist.
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